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Aerobic life is powered by membrane-bound enzymes that catalyze the transfer of
electrons to oxygen and protons across a biological membrane. Cytochrome c oxidase
(CcO) functions as a terminal electron acceptor in mitochondrial and bacterial respira-
tory chains, driving cellular respiration and transducing the free energy from O2 reduc-
tion into proton pumping. Here we show that CcO creates orientated electric fields
around a nonpolar cavity next to the active site, establishing a molecular switch that
directs the protons along distinct pathways. By combining large-scale quantum chemi-
cal density functional theory (DFT) calculations with hybrid quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations and atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)
explorations, we find that reduction of the electron donor, heme a, leads to dissociation
of an arginine (Arg438)–heme a3 D-propionate ion-pair. This ion-pair dissociation
creates a strong electric field of up to 1 V Å21 along a water-mediated proton array
leading to a transient proton loading site (PLS) near the active site. Protonation of the
PLS triggers the reduction of the active site, which in turn aligns the electric field
vectors along a second, “chemical,” proton pathway. We find a linear energy relation-
ship of the proton transfer barrier with the electric field strength that explains the effec-
tivity of the gating process. Our mechanism shows distinct similarities to principles also
found in other energy-converting enzymes, suggesting that orientated electric fields
generally control enzyme catalysis.

PCET j bioenergetics j heme-copper oxidases j molecular simulations j QM/MM

Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is the terminal enzyme of aerobic respiratory chains
(1, 2). It catalyzes the reduction of molecular oxygen (O2) to water, while pumping
protons across the membrane (1–4), generating a chemiosmotic proton motive force
(pmf) (5) that powers the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) by FoF1-ATP
synthase (6).
The mammalian CcO is composed of 13 subunits, forming 28 transmembrane

helices (7) that are embedded within the inner mitochondrial membrane. The core
subunits (subunits I–III) harbor the active site, a binuclear cluster (BNC) composed of
heme a3 and CuB. The BNC also comprises an unusual tyrosine residue (Tyr244, Bos
taurus numbering), which is cross-linked to one of the histidine ligands (His240) of
CuB (8, 9) (Fig. 1) and participates in the O2 activation process (10). In the mamma-
lian CcO, a low-spin heme A (heme a) lies within close distance (∼6 Å edge-to-edge)
to heme a3 and serves as the electron donor or electron queueing site for the BNC (cf.
ref. 11). A nonpolar cavity next to the BNC harbors water molecules (1, 12), which are
produced as a result of the O2 reduction process. Although these water molecules
are not seen in the X-ray structures, presumably due to their high mobility, they are
thought to be responsible for transferring the protons both to the BNC (chemical pro-
tons) and across the membrane (pumped protons) (13). The proton transfer reactions
are driven by the electron transfer from heme a to the BNC (14). Heme a, in turn,
receives the electrons from the dinuclear CuA center, located “above” heme a, and the
soluble cytochrome c, which docks to subunit II at the positively charged side (P-side)
of the membrane (Fig. 1).
Protons enter the active site via two distinct channels, the so-called D- and K-channels,

which are named after the conserved residues Asp91 and Lys319 (Bos taurus numbering),
respectively (15, 16). All pumped protons are transferred via the D-channel, whereas pro-
tons employed for the O2 reduction process (chemical protons) originate from both chan-
nels (Fig. 1A). The proton pumping also involves a transient proton loading site (PLS),
located next to the propionic groups of heme a3 (1, 13, 17–20) that stores the proton
before it is ejected to the P-side of the membrane.
The catalytic cycle of CcO (Fig. 1B) is initiated by binding of molecular O2 to the

reduced ferrous/cuprous form of the BNC in the so-called R state (FeII/CuI/Tyr-OH).
This results in the A state (FeIII-O2

•�/CuI/Tyr-OH), after which the O2 ligand
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receives four electrons from the BNC, the O–O bond is split,
and the PM state (FeIV=O2�/CuII-OH�/Tyr-O•) is formed.
The subsequent four steps of the catalytic cycle result in re-
reduction of the BNC. In each of these reaction steps, one elec-
tron is transferred to the BNC, coupling to proton transfer
from the N-side of the membrane to the BNC (chemical pro-
tons), while another proton is transferred across the membrane
to the P-side (pumped protons).
Reduction of the PM state, by electron transfer from heme a,

results in the PR state (FeIV=O2�/CuII-OH�/Tyr-O�), in a
process that is linked to the transfer of a pumped and a chemi-
cal proton from the N-side via the D-channel, to the PLS and
to the BNC, respectively. Reduction of the resulting “ferryl” F
state (FeIV=O2�/CuII-OH2/Tyr-O

�) leads to a similar proton-
coupled electron transfer (PCET) event with formation of the
“oxidized” OH state (FeIII-OH�..CuII/Tyr-O�). Further reduc-
tion of OH!EH (FeIII-OH�/CuI/Tyr-OH) and onwards to
the R state (FeII/CuI/Tyr-OH) involves similar redox-linked
protonation of the PLS via the D-channel, while the chemical
protons are taken up via the K-channel for reasons that remain
partially unclear (Fig. 1A) (21–23).
Each one-electron transfer step along the catalytic cycle thus

couples to transfer of one chemical proton to the BNC for
completing the O2 reduction chemistry, and another proton,
first to the PLS, after which it is ejected to the P-side of the
membrane. It is usually assumed that these four PCET events
each take place by essentially the same mechanistic principles.
It was proposed (12) based on picosecond classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations (and later 60-ns MD simulations;
cf. ref. 24) that the switch between pumped and chemical

protons is controlled by the orientation of water molecules that
is sensitive to the local electric field, which in turn, could be
determined by the redox states of heme a and the BNC.
Warshel and coworkers (25) found based on reactive force field
calculations that the proton transfer energetics is dominated by
large electrostatics barriers, but not the water orientation effect,
which they considered “rather trivial” (25). Electrostatic effects
were also found to be important for the proton transfer
reactions from Glu242 to the propionate region of heme a3 in
reactive force field MD (26, 27) and semiempirical quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations (28),
and coupled to conformational changes at Arg438 next to the
D-propionate of heme a3 (1, 15, 27, 29, 30). Although the
involvement of water molecules as well as conformational
changes within the active site pocket have been observed in
several studies (12, 17, 19, 21, 24–32), the exact principles that
create the required unidirectional proton gate still remain
unsolved (17, 32, 33) and are likely to involve several contribu-
tions. The gating problem is thus highly challenging: its com-
putational treatment requires an accurate description of the
transition states linked to the proton transfer reactions (that are
beyond the scope of classical atomistic MD simulations), treat-
ment of the complex electronic structure of the binuclear
Fe/CuB center and heme a, as well as accounting for the
dynamics of the water molecules and surrounding amino acids.
Moreover, the key intermediates involved have only been par-
tially resolved experimentally due to challenges in probing the
reaction cycle of CcO with the required high spatial (Å) and
temporal (ns-ms) resolution, despite significant advances over
the decades (14, 20, 34–38).

A B

C

Fig. 1. Structure and function of CcO. (A) CcO from Bos taurus (PDB ID: 1V54) in its membrane environment (water and ions are omitted for visual clarity).
CcO catalyzes the reduction of molecular O2 to water with four sequential electron transfer steps from cytochrome c that couple to the transfer of four pro-
tons across the membrane. Protons enter the active site through the D- and K-channels. (B) Catalytic cycle of CcO: pumped protons are represented in black,
chemical protons from D-channel in blue, and chemical protons from K-channel in red. (C) The CcO nonpolar cavity around the active site is formed by
heme a, involved in electron transfer, and the BNC comprising heme a3 and CuB, where the O2 reduction takes place. This model shows the proton transfer
pathways of a pumped proton (from Glu242 to D-propionate, in red) and a chemical proton (from Glu242 to the BNC, in blue).
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Here we focus on how electric field effects modulate proton
transfer barriers near the active site and show that electric fields
originating from the interheme electron transfer process control
the proton transfer barriers along these distinct proton pathways.
Based on multiscale molecular simulations that rely here on a
first-principles density functional theory (DFT) treatment of the
complete reactive system, we show that variations in intrinsic
redox state–dependent electric fields explain the essential unidi-
rectional gating of proton pumping in CcO, showing distinct
similarities to other energy-converting enzyme complexes (39).

Results

Reduction of Heme a Induces Ion-Pair Dissociation. In order
to probe the dynamics responsible for the proton transfer pro-
cesses in the nonpolar cavity around the BNC, we first performed
classical MD simulations of CcO from bovine heart mitochondria,
embedded in a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC)/palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(POPE)/cardiolipin lipid membrane and solvated with water
molecules and ions (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). To study how the
reduction of the electron-queuing heme a affects the proton
transfer energetics, we modeled the active site prior (ared/BNCox)
and after (aox/BNCred) the interheme electron transfer in the
PM!PR/F transition (Fig. 1, see SI Appendix, SI Methods), which
couples to proton transfer both across the membrane and to the
active site (1, 20). The simulations were initiated with a proton-
ated Glu242, consistent with its high apparent pKa value
(32, 40).
When heme a is oxidized (aox), Arg438 forms an ion-pair

with the D-propionate group of heme a3, which remains in its

closed conformation during the MD simulations (Fig. 2A). In
contrast, upon reduction of heme a (ared), mimicking the trans-
fer of an electron from cytochrome c/CuA, Arg438 flips toward
heme a by opening of the heme a3 D-propionate/Arg438 ion-
pair and establishing interactions with the D-propionate group
of heme a (Fig. 2A, cf. also refs. 1, 30). The statistical validity
of the redox state–dependent dynamics is also consistent with
our free energy calculations, suggesting that heme a reduction
favors the “open” heme a3 D-propionate/Arg438 conformation
by ca. 2 to 3 kcal mol�1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F). Our simula-
tions suggest that the negative charge, created upon heme a
reduction, interacts electrostatically with the positively charged
Arg438, which in turn triggers the observed conformational
change. While the structural difference between the closed and
open ion-pair is rather subtle (Fig. 2A), we find here that it
strongly modulates the energetics of the subsequent proton
transfer steps (see below).

Ion-Pair Opening Triggers Protonation of the PLS. To study
how the heme a reduction and dissociation of the ion-pair affect
the proton transfer energetics, we constructed large (ca. 400 atoms)
quantum chemical DFT models of the active site and its sur-
roundings. The DFT models were based on the high-resolution
X-ray structure of CcO from bovine heart mitochondria (41),
but with added water molecules in the hydrophobic cavity, as
predicted from our classical MD simulations (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1B).

In the optimized DFT models, Glu242 is bridged to the
D-propionate of heme a3 via three water molecules in the cav-
ity (Figs. 1C and 2B), while two water molecules (observed in
the X-ray structure) also connect the D- and A-propionates of

A

C D E

B

Fig. 2. Energetics and dynamics of the proton transfer along the pumping pathway. (A) Dynamics of the Arg438/heme a3 D-propionate ion-pair in the PM

state with heme a oxidized (red) and heme a reduced (blue). The ion-pair conformation is represented by the reaction coordinate R, defined as the differ-
ence of distances of Arg438 to heme a3 D-propionate (r1) and Arg438 to heme a D-propionate (r2). Reduction of heme a induces opening of the ion-pair.
(B) (Left) Energetics of the proton transfer reaction from Glu242 to D-propionate (pumping pathway) in the PM state with heme a oxidized/ion-pair closed
(red) and heme a reduced/ion-pair open (blue). (Right) Structure of the protonated water intermediates along the proton wire, connecting Glu242 with the
D-propionate. (C) Electric field vectors along the pumping pathway. Overall location (Left) and the resulting electric field difference vector [ΔEf = Ef(a

red/R438
open) � Ef(a

ox/R438 closed)] points in the direction of D-propionate (Right). See SI Appendix, Fig. S4 for detailed representations of individual electric field
vectors. (D) Electric field strength along the vector connecting the water oxygen atoms along the proton transfer pathway. (E) The proton transfer barrier
versus electric field at position of the protonated water cluster, calculated along the ion-pair dissociation scan, showing linear dependence between the bar-
rier and field (see also SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
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heme a3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). Additionally, three water mol-
ecules may form a hydrogen-bonded array, connecting Glu242
to the hydroxy ligand of CuB, consistent with previous work
(12, 24, 26, 32, 42–45). The orientation of these water chains
has been suggested to respond to the redox state of the enzyme
(1, 12, 21, 24, but cf. also refs. 25, 26). To study the effect
of heme a reduction on the proton transfer toward the PLS,
we included the heme a cofactor and its surrounding residues
in the DFT models and modeled the system in its oxidized
or reduced states with the respective open/closed states of
the Arg438-propionate ion-pair (see Materials and Methods).
Inclusion of heme a with the BNC allowed us to model possi-
ble polarization effects at the electronic structure level.
Our DFT models suggest that the water-mediated proton

transfer from Glu242 to the D-propionate of heme a3 takes
place via a stepwise Grotthuss-type transfer process (46), with
protonated water intermediates (H3O

+ and H5O2
+) stabilized by

the carboxylic groups of the glutamate and propionate (Fig. 2B),
as well as by cation–π interactions with Trp126 (SI Appendix, Fig.
S2B), consistent with experimental data supporting the involve-
ment of Trp126 in the proton-pumping process (47).
When heme a is in the oxidized state and the ion-pair remains

in the closed conformation (Fig. 2A), the proton transfer along
the pump pathway has a high barrier (>30 kcal mol�1) in the
DFT models that is inaccessible on the millisecond turnover of
CcO. The strong electrostatic stabilization of the anionic
D-propionate by Arg438 in the closed ion-pair prevents the pro-
tonation of the former. In stark contrast, when heme a was
reduced, which favors the opened ion-pair according to our MD
simulations (Fig. 2A; cf. also ref. 30), the proton transfer along
the pump pathway is stabilized by >15 kcal mol�1 (Fig. 2B).
Based on further analysis (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), we find that
opening of the Arg438/D-propionate ion-pair has a stronger
effect on this barrier modulation as compared to the heme a
reduction alone, although both effects are strongly coupled to
one another (Fig. 2A). We obtain similar redox state–dependent
proton transfer energetics also in DFT-based hybrid QM/MM
models, where the reactive quantum chemically modeled region
is further polarized by the classical (force-field) description of the
surroundings (SI Appendix, Figs. S3 A and B).
To elucidate the physical basis of this drastic barrier modula-

tion, we computed the electric fields along the pump pathway
in the different redox and conformational states (Fig. 2 C
and D). Reduction of heme a alone (without the Arg438 flip)
does not show a drastic increase in the magnitude of the electric
field, but the resulting field vectors (ΔEf = Ef(red)-Ef(ox); Ef,
electric field) point in the direction of heme a, that is, perpen-
dicular to the proton transfer pathway (SI Appendix, Figs. S4A
and S6A). This perpendicular electric field component gives
rise to a displacing force on the positively charged Arg438
(F = qΔEf), inducing its movement toward heme a, consistent
with our MD simulations. The Arg438 flip leaves an unshielded
negative charge on the D-propionate of heme a3, which, in turn,
induces an electric field orientated along the direction of the pro-
ton pump pathway (SI Appendix, Figs. S4B and S6 B and D).
Interestingly, the combined field effect arising from heme a
reduction and the Arg438 flip creates a rather strong electric field
of ca. 0.2 V Å�1 along the pump pathway that increases up to
1 V Å�1 near the D-propionate group (Fig. 2 C and D). This
electric field correlates linearly with a decrease of the proton
transfer barrier by stabilizing the protonated water cluster (Fig. 2E
and SI Appendix, Fig. S6).
We next probed if the electric field variations arising from

the ion-pair opening could affect the vibrational frequencies of

the groups involved in the proton transfer reaction via the
vibrational Stark effect (VSE) (48) (see Materials and Methods).
Interestingly, we observe a sharp vibrational band in the com-
puted infrared spectra, corresponding to the O–H bond
stretching of the Glu242 carboxyl group (SI Appendix, Fig.
S7A) that shifts by ca. 10 cm�1 upon opening of the ion-pair,
with a linear dependency of the vibrational frequency on the
electric field strength (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 B–E). These
findings suggest that Stark probes, for example, with nitrile groups
(49), could be used at this or nearby sites to experimentally
validate the predicted global electric field effects near the BNC.

After proton transfer to the D-propionate of heme a3, it has
been suggested that the proton is transiently stored at or near
the propionate region, before it is ejected to the P-side of the
membrane (see, e.g., refs. 1, 17). The exact location of this PLS
remains unknown, but it could comprise, for example, the
A-propionate of heme a3, or reside between the two propionic
groups (17–19, 50). To obtain further insight into the proton-
ation of the PLS, we estimated the energetics of the proton
transfer from the D-propionate to the A-propionate of heme a3
via the two intervening water molecules (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
Our calculations suggest that this process has comparable ener-
getics to the previous proton transfer reaction (from Glu242
to the D-propionate) when the ion-pair is open (Fig. 2B and
SI Appendix, Fig. S8). However, upon formation of the closed
ion-pair (see below), the proton transfer barrier from the D- to
the A-propionate significantly decreases (SI Appendix, Fig.
S8A), suggesting that the “back-flip” of the Arg438, triggered
by the electron transfer to the BNC, could further stabilize the
protonated PLS (PLSH) and prevent back leakage of the proton
from the PLSH to Glu242 (see Discussion). Due to the electro-
static nature of the electric field effects and the proximity of
PLS to heme a/BNC, we expect that the results are likely to
apply also if the PLS comprises a shared site “above” heme a3,
as suggested by Gunner and coworkers (18, 31, 52; see also
refs. 1, 17, 19, 51). Moreover, although not studied here, dehy-
dration of the contacts between the P-side and the BNC (53) is
further expected to enhance the predicted gating effects by
increasing the reaction barriers for the leak reaction.

Reduction of the BNC Drives Proton Transfer along the Chemical
Pathway. We next investigated electric field effects underlying
the proton transfer reactions along the chemical pathway from
Glu242 to the BNC. We modeled the reactions following the
reprotonation of Glu242 through the proton-conducting
D-channel (15, 16), and by also considering the influence of
the PLSH (see above). Our DFT calculations suggest that pro-
tonation of the PLS increases the electron affinity of the BNC
by ca. 350 mV (8 kcal mol�1, SI Appendix, Table S1), which
favors the electron transfer from heme a to the BNC, consistent
with the tight coupling between the proton and electron trans-
fer reactions (1, 13). Prior to the reduction of the BNC (the
PM state), the proton transfer from Glu242 to the hydroxy-
ligand of CuB has an energy barrier of ca. 10 kcal mol�1, and
the reaction is weakly endergonic. Similarly as for the pump
pathway, the reaction proceeds via a Grotthuss mechanism with
H3O

+/Zundel ion intermediates (46). Reduction of the BNC
(PR state), which is favored by protonation of the PLS, lowers
the proton transfer energy barrier to around 8 kcal mol�1 while
increasing the thermodynamic driving force to �2 kcal mol�1

(Fig. 3A). This effect arises from an increase in the electric field
by up to 0.2 V Å�1 along the chemical proton pathway, with the
resulting field vectors orientated along the direction of the water
wire toward CuB (Fig. 3 B and C and SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
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These findings are also supported by our QM/MM calcula-
tions, where the reduction of the BNC lowers the barrier
and increases the driving force by ca. 2 to 3 kcal mol�1 (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3 C and D). Interestingly, during DFT-based
QM/MM MD simulations, we observe that the O-H dipoles
of the water chain spontaneously flip along the electric field
vectors pointing toward the reduced BNC (SI Appendix, Fig.
S3E), whereas when the BNC is modeled in the oxidized state,
the water dipoles point in the opposite direction during the
QM/MM MD (SI Appendix, Fig. S3E), resembling the behav-
ior observed in classical MD simulations (1, 12, 19, 24).

Discussion

In this work, we have studied the gating mechanism by which
CcO transfers protons across the membrane and to the active site
(BNC). In the oxidative phase of the catalytic cycle (P!F!OH),
Glu242, located at the end of the D-channel, sorts these pumped
and chemical protons by a tightly linked electron transfer process.
We proposed here that the electron transfer between heme a and
the BNC creates strong orientated electric fields that control the
proton transfer barriers along these distinct pathways that in turn
minimize back-leakage reactions.
Reduction of heme a was found to create an orientated

electric field that leads to the dissociation of the Arg438/
D-propionate ion-pair by displacing the positively charged Arg438
toward the D-propionate group of heme a (Fig. 4A). This in
turn creates an electric field in the direction of the water array
that connects Glu242 to the PLS, located in the propionate
region of heme a3, and lowers the proton transfer barrier along
the pump pathway (Fig. 4B). The deprotonated Glu242 swings
back toward the D-channel (32; cf. also refs. 27, 31, 54, 55) and
picks up a second proton due to its high pKa (15). Such multiple
conformations of Glu242 were recently observed, based on

asymmetric reconstruction of the cryo-electron microscopy maps,
in a refined high-resolution structure of an actinobacterial cyto-
chrome bcc-aa3 supercomplex (56, PDB ID: 7QHM), which
also showed subtle conformational changes at the heme a3
D-propionate/Arg438 region. Interestingly, mutation of Glu242
to Gln also induces conformational changes at the D-propionate/
Arg438 site, supporting the electrostatic coupling between the
proton donor and acceptor (57).

Interestingly, Goyal et al. (31) found that the pKa of Glu242
could also be modulated by the hydration state of the nonpolar
cavity itself. Although this effect is not studied here, we note
that Glu242 is affected by both the redox state and hydration
state of the nonpolar cavity in our classical MD simulations
(SI Appendix, Fig. S10) and could provide an additional gating
effect in preventing back-leak reactions, as suggested in previ-
ous studies (31, 32, 53).

PLSH strongly increases the electron affinity of the BNC
(SI Appendix, Table S1), which favors electron transfer from
heme a, and, in turn, creates an electric field in the direction of
the BNC (Fig. 4C). This electric field lowers the proton trans-
fer barrier along the hydrogen-bonded water array that connects
Glu242 to the oxygenous ligand of CuB (Fig. 4C). The oxida-
tion of heme a favors reassociation of the Arg438/D-propionate
ion-pair, which could help in stabilizing the protonated PLS
and preventing back-leakage of the proton toward the anionic
Glu242—in part as the proton would need to pass the posi-
tively charged Arg438, but also as the oxidized heme a leads to
an increase of the proton transfer barrier along the pump path-
way (see also ref. 33), even if the hydration state of the nonpo-
lar cavity would increase upon protonation of the PLS (cf. ref.
31). The anionic Glu242 now flips toward the D-channel (32,
but cf. also refs. 27, 31, 54) and becomes rapidly reprotonated.
Indeed, mutations of conserved residues along the D-channel
(e.g., N139D Rhodobacter sphaeroides numbering) (58), which

A

B C

Fig. 3. Energetics of the proton transfer reaction along the chemical pathway. (A) Energy profiles for the chemical proton transfer process with oxidized
(BNCox/PM) and reduced (BNCred/PR) BNC and a protonated PLSH. (Right) Structure of the protonated water wire connecting Glu242 to CuB at the transition state. (B)
Electric field vectors along the chemical proton transfer pathway. (Left) Overall location. (Right) Resulting electric field difference vector [ΔEf = Ef(BNC

red) � Ef(BNC
ox)]

is pointing in the direction of the BNC. See SI Appendix, Fig. S5 for detailed representations of individual electric field vectors. (C) Electric field strengths along
the vector connecting the water oxygen atoms along the chemical proton pathway.
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slow down the reprotonation of Glu242, result in loss of the
pumping activity while retaining the O2 reductase activity.
Protonation and reduction of the BNC lowers the proton affin-
ity of the PLSH, and the pumped proton is then ejected to
the aqueous P-side of the membrane (Fig. 4D), while reproto-
nation of Glu242 by proton uptake from the N-side via the
D-channel restores the residue for the next step of the catalytic
cycle.
The free energy diagram for these redox-driven proton trans-

fer steps, derived based on the present calculations and experi-
mental data, is shown in Fig. 4E (see also SI Appendix,
Extended Methods). The thermodynamic driving force for a
single proton pumping step is around �10.6 kcal mol�1 (Fig.
4E, state VII, SI Appendix, Extended Materials and Methods; cf.
also ref. 59), which is sufficient to translocate two charges

(2H+/e�) across the membrane at a 220 mV pmf (ΔG =
5.1 kcal mol�1/H+). The heme a reduction significantly lowers
the barrier for the initial endergonic proton transfer from
Glu242 to the PLS (Fig. 4E, step I!IIa) by the electric field
effects discussed above, creating a high kinetic barrier for the
backflow of the proton from the PLS to Glu242 (Fig. 4E, step
III!I). We note that the high pKa of Glu242 provides down-
hill steps (Fig. 4E, III!IV and V!VI) that favor the rapid
reprotonation of the carboxylate, which could be further
enhanced by conformational switching of the Glu242 (cf. refs.
32, 56). Importantly, steps V!VIa/VII, which couple to the
release of the proton to the P-side bulk, are highly vulnerable
to leaks, as the rather high barrier (ΔG‡ = 14.5 kcal mol�1)
for releasing the PLS proton to the P-side competes with the
thermodynamically favored backflow of the proton to Glu242
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Fig. 4. Proposed gating principles in CcO. Reduced cofactors are colored in gray, and protonated PLSH is represented by a red ellipse. (A) Electron transfer
(eT) from cytochrome c to heme a creates an electric field (Ef) in the direction of heme a that causes dissociation of Arg438 from heme a3. (B) The Arg438
flip leaves the negative D-propionate exposed that creates an electric field along the Glu242!D-propionate direction that induces the transfer of a proton
toward the PLS. (C) The PLSH state increases the electron affinity of the BNC. Electron transfer from heme a to the BNC creates an electric field toward CuB

facilitating the proton transfer from Glu242 (with prior Glu242 reprotonation from the D-channel). (D) Heme a oxidation causes Arg438 to close back toward
the PLSH that pushes the stored proton to the P-side bulk and regenerates the state to the next PCET cycle. (E) Free energy diagram of the redox-driven
proton pumping steps. The values are based on the present calculations and experimental data (see SI Appendix, Extended Methods).
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(Fig. 4E, state VIb). To this end, the Arg-backflip induced by
the heme a oxidation and the altered field effects along the
pump pathway are expected to create a high kinetic barrier
(Fig. 4E, state V!VIb) that prevents this short-circuit reaction
and favors instead the rapid reprotonation of Glu242 form the
D-channel. In our kinetic model based on this free energy diagram
(SI Appendix, Fig. S9), we indeed observe a significant increase of
this backleak reaction when the reprotonation barriers of the
Glu242 competes with that of the PLSH!Glu242 back-transfer
(V!VIb) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9), consistent with the experimen-
tal data on the D-channel mutants (58), discussed above.
Electric field variations can be experimentally measured via

the vibrational Stark effect (48), which results from shifted
vibrational energy levels and transition dipoles. Recent spectro-
scopic studies suggested that a CO probe bound to heme a3
(60) experiences a field variation of around 2.9 MV cm�1

(0.03 V Å�1) upon reduction, which is consistent with our esti-
mates of the field effect in the vicinity of the BNC (Fig. 3C).
Moreover, spectroscopic studies have shown redox-dependent
shifts in the 1742 cm�1 band assigned to the C=O vibrations
of the carboxyl group of Glu242 (61–63). By calculation of the
vibrational spectrum based on DFT models, we found that the
electric field variations induced by the Arg438 dissociation
indeed induce a linear shift of the vibrational frequencies con-
nected to the Glu carboxyl vibrations, although the region con-
tains several coupled vibrations that can be difficult to assign
experimentally (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Nevertheless, these find-
ings suggest that that the vibrational shifts of residues near the
active site could be used to experimentally validate the pro-
posed electric field–triggered proton gating principles.
The redox-triggered electric field variations could direct the

gating in all steps of the catalytic cycle (Fig. 1B), although the
K-channel is employed for the uptake of chemical protons in
the reductive phase (OH!EH!R) (15,16). The electric field
effects triggered by heme a reduction and Arg438-propionate
ion-pair dissociation are expected to lead to a radial increase in
the field toward the BNC upon its reduction. During the
oxidative phase (PM!F!OH) these changes are expected to
create an electric field that points from Glu242 to CuB similar
as in the PM ! PR step studied here due to the similar overall
change in density around the Cu and the heme a3 Fe. However,
the weak water ligand on CuB formed toward the reductive phase
and its subsequent dissociation (33, 64, 65) may destabilize the
proton-conducting water chain between Glu242 and CuB and
instead favor proton uptake via the K-channel (21, 23), due to
increase of the pKa of Tyr244 (21, 64, 66, 67).
The functional elements around the heme a/BNC region

responsible for the proposed field-driven proton gating are fully
conserved within the A-type of CcO, which is present in mito-
chondria and many bacteria. Interestingly, the bacterial C-type
oxidases (cytochrome cbb3), which do not employ the
D-channel for proton uptake, have a Ca2+ ion replacing the
Arg438 (68). Cytochrome cbb3 pumps protons with a full
stoichiometry of 1 H+/e� (69) at optimal conditions of no
opposing protonmotive force. However, the pathway leading to
the PLS uses the K-channel analog behind the heme b3 to the
propionate region (70–72). The high sensitivity of pumping
efficiency in cbb3 to even low values of protonmotive force
might reflect the absence of the effective gating function of the
Arg438-propionate pair in the type A oxidases.
The redox-driven electric field variations driving and control-

ling the PCET process may also be applicable to other energy-
converting enzymes (39, 73). In the respiratory complex I,
quinone reduction and diffusion to a second binding site has

been suggested to trigger opening of conserved ion-pairs that
modulate proton transfer barriers across the membrane (74). A
similar redox-driven ion-pair dissociation was also recently
described in Photosystem II (75), which drives the substrate
water deprotonation via electric field effects. The role of the elec-
tric field in directing catalysis has recently gained significant
attention also for the control of chemical catalysts (76). We sug-
gest that the described electric field effects are generally employed
as molecular principles in biological energy conversion (39).

Conclusion

Here we have shown how redox-triggered electric fields effects
control the PCET reactions within the active site of CcO.
Strong orientated electric fields of up to 1 V Å�1 form along
the proton-conducting water wires in the direction of the pro-
ton transfer reactions. Glu242, a key conserved residue at the
end of the proton-conducing D-channel, was found to establish
a bifurcation switch that gates the protons either to a PLS
(pumped protons) or to the binuclear Fe/Cu site (BNC; the
chemical protons) via the redox-triggered field modulations.
These electric fields modulate the proton transfer barriers and
thermodynamics, creating gates and locks that could form the
basis for unidirectional proton pumping without dissipation of
energy. The electric field effects control the proton transfer
barriers, by the same principles that the water arrays tend to ori-
entate toward the chemical/pumping pathway, as observed in
early MD studies of the process (12). It is important to note that
such catalytically relevant electric fields must rely on a precise
structure, which may be one reason for why the structural organi-
zation of the two hemes of CcO enzymes is fully conserved. By
comparing our findings to mechanistic principles proposed in
other enzymes (39, 74, 75), we further suggest that electric field
effects are employed as general mechanisms to control catalysis
and protonation dynamics in energy-converting enzymes.

Materials and Methods

The energetics of the proton transfer reactions along the pumping and chemical
pathways were studied using large-scale DFT models and QM/MM calculations,
constructed based on the crystal structure of the bovine CcO (PDB ID: 1V54)
(41). The DFT models comprised heme a3/CuB, heme a, and surrounding protein
residues, with water molecules along the pumping/chemical pathways derived
from classical MD simulations (19). The DFT models comprised 260 to 400
atoms. Geometries and reaction pathways were optimized at the BP86-D3/def2-
SVP/def2-TZVP(Fe,Cu)/ε = 4 level, with energetics and electric fields computed
at the B3LYP-D3/def2-SVP/def2-TZVP(Fe,Cu) level (77, 78). QM/MM models
were constructed based on classically relaxed MD snapshots with the QM region
(125 atoms) modeled at the B3LYP-D3/def2-SVP/def2-TZVP(Cu) level, and cou-
pled to the MM surroundings (55,000 atoms), modeled at the CHARMM36 level
(79), via the link atom approach. Classical MD simulations of the bovine CcO,
embedded in a POPC/POPE/cardiolipin membrane, TIP3P water, and 150 mM
NaCl, with ca. 260,000 atoms, were carried out using the CHARMM36 force field
together with DFT-based parameters of the cofactors (80). The MD simulations
were performed in an NPT (1 atm/310 K) ensemble, with a 2 fs integration time
step, and using PME for modeling long-range electrostatics. The free energy of
the Arg438/heme a3 D-propionate opening was studied using replica-exchange
umbrella sampling (REUS) calculations, using the same parameters as in the
unbiased MD simulations. All DFT calculations were performed with TURBOMOLE
v7.2–7.5 (81), QM/MM calculations with CHARMM v38 (82) and TURBOMOLE
v7.2–7.5 (81), coupled by a Python interface (83), and classical MD simulations
with NAMD v2.14 and NAMD v3.0 (84). See SI Appendix, Extended Materials
and Methods for a detailed description of all methods.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All study data are included in
the article and/or supporting information.
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